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EU set to consider
meat charge
The European Parliament is preparing to
debate a proposal to introduce a
�sustainability charge� on meat to
reflect its environmental impact
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charge would apparently apply to member
states from 2022.
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Jeroom Remmers, director of the TAPP
Coalition, equally pointed to the wider
benefits of a sustainability charge. “If EU
meat consumption reduces and plant-based
protein consumption rises, healthcare costs
will reduce too,” he said, “as Europeans eat
roughly 50 per cent more meat than is
recommended in dietary health guidelines.
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healthcare costs.”

Bas Eickhout, and co-hosted by Social
Democrat MEPs Mohammed Chahim and

MEPs are set to debate the proposal at a
breakfast event at the European
Parliament on 5 February,

Sylwia Spurek. The event has been
organised by TAPP Coalition and
Compassion in World Farming EU.
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